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A Message from the Chairman

Welcome to the 7D World! It is my honour and privilege to present my message to our dear customers, 
partners and stakeholders. I am pleased to welcome you on these pages. I believe that this brochure will be 
an interesting and useful source for you. The aim of this brochure is to provide you with the most detailed 
information about all our current and perspective projects and our industries’ activities.

7D International was founded in 1993 with a deep concern for the innovated comprehension of human 
environment and the need to create superior architecture. Our aims is enrich human experience and spirit by 
the use of modern technologies, while drawing inspirations in nature.

Our company is constantly expanding by opening new lines of business. We are looking for the opportunities 
of future development. With a highly qualified staff, with all the necessary resources and competencies, 
we have built an ideal model of the large company and divided it into several directions. 7D International 
endeavours to be the first choice for the customers in all of our 7 industries all over the world. The strategic 
goal of 7D International is to become a worldwide leader among global companies by entering new markets, 
diversifying business activities and ensuring the security of supply. One of the 7D International’s great 
advantages is that it is developing in every industry simultaneously and tirelessly.

The fundamental policy of our company is based on the long-term business relationships with customers and 
partners. At 7D International we do believe that respect and trust are the keys to a productive cooperation 
that will lead to mutual prosperity of our clients and our business.

Chairman
Dr. Wael El-Mougy

Welcome to the 7D world!

www.7dint.com
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About us Our milestones

7D International is eager to embody ambitious 
projects in architecture, civil engineering and 
infrastructure development and construction. Apart 
from city planning and zoning we are also capable 
of city maintenance and especially glad to have an 
opportunity of further city development, because 
not only does this makes us proud of our work, but 
also that way we can be sure that our solutions are 
properly realized and are scalable. 

We couldn’t achieve given goals without our 
employees and partners. Through the years of 
experience we’ve created a wide network of a top 
specialists, suppliers, producers and experts. Our 
personnel ensures that our customers are getting the 
very best service and are always prepared to meet 
any customers’ requirements, at anytime.

Why choose 7D International 

Through our consulting we are able to provide you with the complete service from the beginning to the final 
project: the initial concept of the construction or reconstruction, the complex model, logical/physical model 
etc., finding the suppliers and solutions, revision of the process, and examination of the result.

We’d like all of our customers to receive the very best service and final products, that’s why we always intend 
to complete the mission and objective with a personal approach and attention. Through the whole process of 
collaboration our highly-qualified staff is at your service 24 hours a day, 7 days all over the world.

Our history

7D International Holding (formerly known as Pulec Holding) was founded in 1993 with a deep concern for the 
innovated comprehension of human environment and the need to create superior architecture. It aims to 
enrich human experience and spirit by combination of modern technologies and nature’s inspirations. 

With this strong vision, desire to achieve goals and aim to grow and expand, our company becomes the 
significant contractor with a generous amount of telecommunication projects at the edge of 2000s. Later 
on it expanded in a large international company. Under the “7D International” name it has diversified 
into 7 industries: Architecture and design, Civil engineering, Defense, Finance, Information technologies, 
Environment sustainability, Public sector and also Medical food.

Nowadays, 7D International has strong business relations with a number of partners in varied fields. Each 
partner brings their own experience into our company for the best result of final completion, operation and 
maintenance of our mutual projects thereafter.

From “Pulec Finance and Banking” in 1993

From “Aus-consult Pty Ltd” in 1996

In years 1989-1994 “Aus-consult” organized the $80M 
Operation and maintenance project in Saudi Arabia, 
operated by “Telecom Australia International” and 
“Telecom Australia Saudi limited”

From “Atelier Simona, Architectural and civil construction 
designs”, which subsequently lead to the design of Riyadh 
2020 area development in 2014.

From year 1996 7D International was involved in various 
telecommunication projects including 2G installation.

During these three years our company established 
and constructed more than 1500 base stations for 3G 
network.

In association with partners such as “PF Korea”, “Saleem” 
and “Gawdat Group”, 7D International got involved in a 
number of major construction projects including the most 
significant - King Abdullah Park Fountain.

The launch of construction of second biggest project of 
7D International - King Abdullah International Gardens 
located in Riyadh.

7D International was awarded for a number of projects 
for Riyadh Municipality including consultancy for Three 
Years Budget and Social programs.

7D International was awarded for consultancy of urban 
study for Riyadh 2020.

7D World: concept and design.
Social project from 2015 for 3 years.

1993

1996

1996

2006-2009

2009-2013

2013

2014-2015

The 7D International 
Holding has evolved from 
a number of different 
companies as follows: 

7D International a.s. is a Holding company with 
headquarters in Czech Republic and also located 
in Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Egypt, Australia and 
represented in the USA. Our company provides 
full service in consulting and contracting on many 
diverse fields. Our market activities are ranked 
in wide industrial, infrastructural and selected 
commercial projects for public and private customers 
within five continents.

We provide full range of services, that are connected 
with civil engineering projects of all dimensions. 

Through a strong commitment to a superior design, 
we intend to make our mark on the global stage by 
making significant contributions to diverse fields 
like architecture and environment design, aiming to 
improve the quality of people’s lives.
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Executive team

DR. WAEL EL-MOUGY
CHAIRMAN

Dr. Wael El-Mougy is the founder of 7D International 
a.s., CEO of 7D Dream, owner of Makkah Group and 
General Manager of PF. He has more than 20 years 
experience in Business and Corporate Management.

He has the doctorate degree in management and 
completed many successful projects in Asia, Europe 
and America. His original studies are related to the 
computer science, however having controlled a 
number of companies in various industries, entitles 
him to be a successful entrepreneur and excellent 
manager in all of the industries.

He had recently become the agent of Egyptian 
Atomic Energy Authority, and representative of 
several world companies.

Right now his main interests are concentrated in 
Management Consulting, architecture and design 
industry, where he has successfully accomplished 
a number of major projects in Riyadh, Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia.

ENG.REZA REZAIE
CEO

Eng. Reza Rezaie has more than 30 years of 
experiences in ITC consultancy and Project 
Management. He has a Bachelor Degree of BE in 
Electrical Engineering from UNSW, and an MBA 
degree with Distinction from University of Heriot-
Watt (EBS).

He joined 7D International in 2005 and since then he 
is the Chief Executive located in Sydney Australia.

His main focus is on Strategic Management, and he 
has formulated Strategies for major International 
Companies, and has helped those companies in 
executing their strategies with minimum drift. He 
also has interests in Telecommunications, IT and 
Aviation.

MR.EVAN SHIM
GENERAL MANAGER

As part of South Korean department of 7D 
international, Mr. Evan Shim, who is also the 
Executive Manager of Trademan Company, is the 
General Manager of 7D international. Mr. Shim has 
more than 30 years of experience in aviation trading 
and coaching.

He is currently the General Manager of 7D 
International’s department 7D Fountains in South 
Korea. He started his career in 1977 with Korean Air 
line, and retired from a director position in 2004.

He has written several books on maintenance of 
aircrafts and associate facilities. He is a teaching 
professor in aerospace at Joongbu University of 
South Korea. He has extensive experience in Asian 
markets and completed various projects.

MR.PAVEL TKACIK
REGIONAL DIRECTOR FOR EUROPE

Mr. Pavel Tkacik is the Regional Manager of 7D 
International, who is responsible for the supervision 
of projects on European and Asian markets. He 
has over 30 years of experience in Industrial 
Engineering.

From 2001 until now he has been cooperating with 
7D International on various projects including steel 
service centre, high quality steel processing and 
international sales and distribution.

He has executed a number of Projects in the Czech 
Republic and Germany and managed these projects 
within budget, quality and schedule. He is currently 
concentrating on projects for Middle East Area as 
well as Eastern Europe, including Russian Federation 
and Kazakhstan.
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DR.ZBYNEK PULEC
BUSINESS CONSULTANT

Dr. Zbynek Pulec is a founder of Pulec Holding. He  
has doctorate degree in physical education and had 
an outstanding career in that field. From 1990 to 
present Dr. Pulec has dedicated his time for business 
systems development center for Czech Central bank. 

He is interested in manufacturing as well as 
invention and has registered numerous patents. 
His main specialization is concentrated on project 
management and logistics of projects. He brought to 
7D International his 20 years experience in Project 
Management

DR.SAM ERFAN
INTERNATIONAL COORDINATOR

Dr.Sam Erfan comes from America, where he 
received his doctorate degree with distinction in 
international marketing and management. He has 
more than 27 years of experience in customer 
service, sales and communication and retail 
marketing, while he was also responsible for internet 
applications project organization and supervision.

He is self-motivated and experienced in 
management and Market development. He 
possesses excellent analytical skills and has a proven 
record of projects. In the field of civil engineering 
he has good knowledge of prefab building material 
GRP (Glass Reinforced Polymers) and GRC (Glass 
Reinforced Concrete), Smart Car Parking System and 
waste management for recycling waste to energy, 
fuel, and electricity.

DEBRA FRYE
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE

Debra Frye is a licensed professional realtor with 
25 years of experience in the State of Florida USA 
for residential and commercial property. She has 
been a certified distressed property specialist (with 
a specialization in short sales, foreclosures and 
bank owned properties). During her career she has 
also been certified as a specialist in international 
marketing and fractional ownership.

Her business philosophy is to always place her 
clients’ needs first. Listen, care and do her best 
to accomplish her clients’ desires and goals with 
integrity, honesty and joy in work. During her career, 
she has been known to be a “Realtor’s Realtor” - 
meaning other realtors have trusted her to market, 
list and sell their personal property. Her reputation 
facilitates her in the Real Estate Industry with honor.

Executive team

ENG.Roman Kuba
Chief Architect

Family building tradition development continues in 
the work of an architect Roman Kuba who since the 
very beginning of his activity approves himself as an 
exceptional, strong, vital individual who programly 
quits strictly rationalistic building concept and he 
focuses on organic architecture being inspired by 
nature as a model of perfect structure, organization 
and beauty.

In many reconstructions as well as new buildings 
of bank subsidiaries, administrative buildings and 
family estates he works with arch, bending line, 
irregular curve or curvature, other times with many 
angled ground plans derived from natural crystalic 
structure.
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architecture and design

7D International provides a full range of services in consulting 
on architecture and architectural design area. We are a 
consulting leader on the market, offering our clients among 
other acoustic consultation, visualization or computer 
animation, especially significant is 3D design. We can also 
create photo realistic design on request. Onwards, we can 
provide you with a professional consulting for renovation of 
historical buildings, including interior design. 

With our team of world famous architects we provide 
consultation in overall planning, coordination, and control of a 
project from beginning to completion. To satisfy our customer 
needs, we also operate at other activities, such as searching 
for land plots, co-funding of selected investment projects, land 
surveys and expert opinions for investment projects. In other 
words, our company can provide consulting of design, project  
documentation, pricing, placing and marketing items for 
buildings in all segments.

Areas of contracting and consulting:
- Preparation of comprehensive designs
- Architects’ supervision
- Interior design
- 3D design graphics
- Animation and visualization
- Sustainable infrastructure design
- Sustainable buildings design
- Eco-friendly materials and technologies
- Renovation and reconstruction
- Historical buildings and sites maintenance
- Civil design

- Volumetric design
- Land plots administration
- Funding and investments
- Financial and cost management
- Project documentation
- Providing with suppliers
- Onsite construction authority supervision
- Cost management
- Expert opinions for investment projects
- Marketing promotion
- Final examination before exploitation

Our contracting provides all of the main services that might be demanded in the architectural projects, from 
the concept to conclusion: the initial concept of the construction or reconstruction, the complex model, 
logistics model etc., advising appropriate suppliers and solutions, revision of the process, examination the 
result and the onsite author approval.

Apart from civil engineering, we specialize in civil design for living buildings of private individuals or 
complexes of such buildings for municipality or development investment projects. As we aim for a sustainable 
architecture, in our projects we tend to use eco-friendly materials and technologies, using alternative sources 
of energy or installing such systems onsite.

7D International has excellent experience in technical and structural aspects of these transactions to help 
customers capture the value and save their money. We are oriented on project design and management, 
building engineering services and cost management. We help our clients enter the contract negotiation with 
proper documentation procedures.
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Civil engineering

7D International is a leader for consulting of the quality 
construction of every kind of project such as sport 
centers, shopping malls, hotels, residential, offices, retail, 
manufacturing, schools or universities, health care centers 
or hospitals, and variety of multifunctional buildings. But we 
can also consult you upon city planning, parks or other leisure 
complexes; still we are also reliable in a global competence of 
architecture and design in most of the markets. 

We are specialists with a great reputation in urban studies, 
zoning plans preparation and city planning; site layouts, 
volumetric design and civil design. 7D International can provide 
consulting of design, project documentation, pricing, placing 
and marketing items for buildings in all segments.

Areas of contracting and consulting:
- Project designs
- Site zoning and designing
- Urban studies
- Landscape design
- Land survey
- Earth and water works
- Waterscape design
- Lightning fountains and other water units
- Site supervision
- Street lightening

- LED technology appliance
- Water treatment systems
- Ground water harvesting systems
- City planning
- Bridge construction
- Global machinery
- Building performance evaluation
- Mining and tunnel design
- Onsite authority supervision 
- Final construction approval

7D International provides you a high-quality package of services in the landscape industry consulting. We 
have proper experience and are equipped to execute projects of any range and at any phase of construction: 
from arrangement, project design and construction to renovation and final project approval. Advert to our 
mission, we should say, that our spectrum of services includes also consultation of structure, lightening, 
installation and maintenance. 

In the area of waterscapes we specialize in the construction of fountains, swimming pools and bodies of 
water of any size and complexity. As well as in the landscape area, the complete services of consulting will 
be provided in every stage of project: from a concept, to fully operational site with a guaranteed component 
conservation. We are proud to mention, that 7D International has the ability to assist you in taking advantage 
of the latest techniques and technologies. 

7D International has excellent skills and experience with 20 years of combined practice in the areas of 
landscape architecture, horticulture and cultural heritage. Most important, 7D specializes in landscape and 
sustainable architecture for towns and cities.
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Environmental sustainability

The policy of 7D International is to encourage entrepreneurs 
to deploy renewable energy systems wherever it is possible. 
We do believe, that the impact it has on the overall ecological 
situation is huge and obviously important. The ability to sustain 
a proficient and effective manufactory is what distinguish 
a responsible entrepreneur and his business from many 
others and what will definitely stand him apart in a range of 
competitors. Being responsible for the  environment we live in 
is no longer a marketing campaign, but obvious responsibility.

7D International pays great attention to the ecological state 
of the world, which is why, the waste management is a very 
important part of our competence. The consulting we provide 
is suitable for different production and business areas, which 
are maintaining waste management. The households would 
gather from the “Organic waste” or “Compost and organics” 
systems. It could be installed domestically, or integrated in the 
local infrastructure.

Areas of contracting and consulting:
- Environmental consulting
- Renewable energy systems
- LED technologies in civil engineering
- Distribution of energy
- Organic waste management
- Industrial wastewater treatment systems
- Sole condition and erosion control management

- Municipal solid waste sorting process
- Supplying environment-friendly materials
- Industrial waste elimination
- Automated sorting systems
- Slaughter systems
- Cutting rooms
- Blood collection systems

“Zero Waste Energy System” is similar to Anaerobic digestion project (it is a dry anaerobic digestion system 
for organic waste processing). Like other dry fermentation, it is well suited for the production of biogas 
from stacked solid organic waste in a non-continuous batch process) in the way it is meant to embody the 
idea of non-waste production, in this particular way, energy production. The main focus of this project is 
concentrated on the harmful waste in the energy production activity.

Landfills are filling up, and diversion targets continue to grow around the world. Delivering the high 
throughput and recovery rates demanded by todays waste industry requires innovation, experience, 
and engineering excellence.  Our patented Municipal solid waste sorting process separates us from the 
competition as clearly as it separates commodities from the waste stream.  This innovation will take your 
business to a whole new level of profitability.

7D International also provides you the slaughter maintenance service, including slaughter lines for cattle, 
sheep and other meat production. Our partners develop and build cutting room solutions for the cutting up 
of carcasses. The solutions are always customer-specific and highly related to the number of carcasses to 
be processed. We offer a variety of cutting room systems, all of which comply with all applicable health and 
safety requirements.
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Defense and aviation

7D International offers contracting with businesses that closely 
related to most of the industries we cover in our profile, such 
as logistics, IT & information management, civil engineering 
and technical support, communication infrastructures and 
alternative energy systems but it is also consisting followings 
areas: Maritime Services, Training and fielding, Technical 
training and Administrative.

We provide public services in area of Defense and particularly 
aviation, which includes cooperation with customers in 
such established systems as: Total Package Fielding, New 
Equipment Training, Full Foreign Military Sales services and 
entire professional and administrative support. Advert to 
military services, we should noticed and explain, that Total 
Package Fielding is the US Army’s standard process for fielding 
new weapons, equipment, and other material systems. Our 
customers use this process to ensure that fully supportable 
material systems and their required support are provided with 
minimal disruption of the unit’s day-to-day missions.

Areas of contracting and consulting:
- Coordinating fielding milestones
- Coordination of material introductory 
- Submitting after-actions reports
- Single channel ground and airborne system
- Defense advanced GPS receiver
- Enhanced position location reporting system
- Preparing and maintaining training plans 
- Developing training schedules
- Coordinating NET Team to training sites

- Recruiting and retention services
- Personnel service support
- Family operational support center
- Soldier readiness processing support
- Personnel security management
- Administrative service support
- Basic and field IT networking
- Advanced Cisco routing
- Software development and maintenance

Furthermore we produce, revise, and update all required training materials and Training Support Packages 
to meet the needs of the customer with a choice of traditional hard copy and CD-ROM courses. One of most 
important things are, that we provide a full range of professional, administrative, and personnel support 
services for all phases of mobilization, demobilization, day-to-day operations, and assistance to states during 
natural disasters.

Our instructor-certified personnel provides a broad range of Information Technology technical training. 
Our training is provided at unit home stations, temporary duty locations and during field missions by way 
of Mobile Training Teams. Readiness necessitates the ability to “train on demand” by taking training and 
educators to the soldiers and units anywhere, anytime.

In technical industry we are always trying to keep up with the progress and the newest technical innovations. 
Keeping the pace is not an easy task, but this is exactly why we are the leading company in that industry. 
Our goal is not only to provide you with the best training or technology available, but also make sure you are 
satisfied with it and use the most affectivity out of it.
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Finance

7D International is the best partner for your business, whether 
you need a consultancy in general finance or more specific 
banking operations and investment. We offer you the most 
efficient and effective solutions to develop your business. 
We start from the establishment of your company through 
developing it on the market, operating with your finances or 
valuing your savings. Our company provides activity in three 
sectors, such as finance, banking and investments. 

The first area, finance, involves finance consulting in 
accounting, tax records and financial services legislation. The 
accountancy is a vast area and because of this it includes a 
lot of services. For example: taxes, salaries, human resources 
management and broad-based legal principles. In banking 
area we offer you consulting in diverse fields, such as transfer 
management and banking transfer documentation, outsourcing 
of banking services, employee accounts management and 
corporate finances, preparation of salary summary reports, as 
well as management of employee benefits.

Areas of contracting and consulting:
- General finances
- Banking operations
- Investment
- Company development
- Broad accountancy
- Tax records solutions
- Financial legislation
- Banking transfers
- Outsourcing of financial services
- Corporate finances
- Broker’s services
- Portfolio design

- Risk assessment
- Valuation of property
- Audit services
- International taxes planning
- Corporate governance
- Health insurance
- Office security
- Judiciary policy
- Employment contractions
- Representation in court
- General law consultancy
- Specific cases of law advising

The third sector, investment, regards for short-term and long-term deposit and credit history records. We 
prepare various offers for clients, that include credit interest, saving accounts or deposit, actions, obligations 
and other valuable papers. We offer you the services of a broker, who will make a stocks and bonds portfolio 
for you and provide you with the best benefits.

7D International provides financial contracting, which includes general commercial law containing EU aspects 
and corporate governance, such as contract negotiations, drafting and execution, contract assessment 
and also protection of rights, including representation at ordinary and arbitration courts. We also provide 
contracting services in area of finance and tax law, bankruptcy law, civil law, criminal and administrative law.
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IT and Telecommunications

7D International is the best partner for your business, whether 
you need a consultancy in general finance or more specific 
banking operations and investment. We offer you the most 
efficient and effective solutions to develop your business. 
We start from the establishment of your company through 
developing it on the market, operating with your finances or 
valuing your savings. Our company provides activity in three 
sectors, such as finance, banking and investments. 

The first area, finance, involves finance consulting in 
accounting, tax records and financial services legislation. The 
accountancy is vast area and because of this it includes a 
lot of services, for example taxes, salaries, human resources 
management and broad-based legal principles. In banking 
area we offer you consulting in diverse fields, such as transfer 
management and banking transfer documentation, outsourcing 
of banking services, employees accounts management and 
corporate finances, preparation of salary summary reports, as 
well as management of employee benefits.

Areas of contracting and consulting:
- Information systems development
- HW and SW assessment and implementation
- Wireless and wireline broadband solutions
- Information infrastructure development
- Infrastructure elements construction
- Telecommunication systems audit
- Information systems maintenance
- Subnets suppliers contracting
- Business vulnerability eliminations
- Ready-made software solutions
- Infrastructure solution scalability and flexibility
- Enterprise data warehouses
- Data security policy improvements

- Data backups and safe storage
- Data quality management
- Information systems risk policy
- Secure remote access systems
- Information systems performance issues
- Merging diverse information systems after 
acquisitions 
- Emergency situations on-the-site supervising and 
solutions
- 24/7 helpdesk support services
- Staff training and mentoring
- Elimination objectionable IT costs
- Social media mining

The third sector, investment, regards for short-term and long-term deposit and credit history records. We 
prepare varied offers for clients, that includes credit interest, saving accounts or deposit, actions, obligations 
and other valuable papers. We offer you the services of broker, who will make a stocks and bonds portfolio 
for you and provide you with the best benefits.

7D International provides financial contracting, which includes general commercial law containing EU aspects 
and corporate governance, such as contract negotiations, drafting and execution, contract assessment 
and also protection of rights, including representation at ordinary and arbitration courts. We also provide 
contracting services in area of finance and tax law, bankruptcy law, civil law, criminal and administrative law.
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Public sector

The newest direction of 7D International is Public services,  
although the framework for this sector has started to being 
created over years now. Our comprehension of human 
environment would be incomplete without giving a special 
attention to health and overall wellbeing of people.

The main project in this direction, that has been newly 
launched in April of 2015, is 7D Resort in Citrus County, Florida, 
USA. The resort is situated in the southern part of the bay 
and offers great possibility of relaxing vacation combined 
with leisure activities. It puts forward the exotic appeal of a 
tropical island getaway with the proximity and affordability of a 
traditional American vacation.

Areas of contracting and consulting:
- Healthcare
- Resort facilities planning and contracting
- Leisure activities
- Resort zoning and equipment
- Clinic and med services

- Wellness facilities supply
- Medical food supply 
- Laboratory equipment
- Clinic and medical equipment
- Therapeutic trainings and resorts

Medical food is also a new project that is closely related to the previous one. Medical food is particular type 
of medical suppliers net, concentrating on delivering prepared food according to different health or post-
surgery diets to either healthcare facilities or straight to the patient’s inhabitation.

Giving that Public services is the new direction for 7D International, we have already gathered an experience 
through several years for example in the field of medical equipment. We have a variety of trustworthy  
partners, that can embody every requirement of our clients in boundaries of a whole facility or just separate 
laboratory.

In this area we will be concentrating on the operation of our Resort and Clinic for now, while still remaining 
open for new opportunities in consulting and contracting such as: wellness facilities, resorts and leisure 
activities, clinic and medical equipment, therapeutic trainings and resorts. Whether our clients are looking 
for prospects of opening a wellness or therapeutic facility, or they need an equipment for any of it, 7D 
International is glad to be the reliable and competent partner.

As previously mentioned, we are constantly expanding and looking for new opportunities and niches to 
create a complete model and to cover all the possible aspects of human experience. We do believe, that our 
strategy will lead us to creating a new level of quality of life not only for the Arab region, but also for people 
all over the world.
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Projects

King Abdullah 
International Gardens
 
King Abdullah International Gardens  should  be  an  
important  international  point connecting  culture  
and  human  knowledge  with entertainment  and  
social  life.  On the symbolic shape of two moon 
crescents, there are the exhibition spaces and art 
galleries of international recognition, that meet 
business-catering centre, connected by little gardens 
with the possibility of relaxation and friendly 
encounters. 

King Abdullah 
Park Fountain

The park is situated near Prince Faisal bin Fahd 
Stadium and was built as a venue for heritage 
exhibitions and recreational activities during 
the holidays. It consists of a pedestrian corridor, 
surrounded by lush greenery and illuminating lamps 
mounted on poles. 

Riyadh 2020

The design is inspired by nature and birth of new 
life – the desert is gradually transforming into 
a centre of life, entertainment, relaxation and 
education. A butterfly, a caterpillar, a flower, a pod 
cocoon, water, the sun – all of these are symbols 
representing the design of particular buildings 
supported by an unmistakable originality of the 
design complemented with their functionality.

Riyadh Eye

7D International is going to construct a giant 
observation wheel in Riyadh, an amusement 
structure that is familiar in its shape to a spaceship 
and a water drop. From the moment, when our 
guests buys a ticket, the interaction will begin.

7D world FOR KING SALMAN

Original architectural concept, according to which 
a massive building in the shape of a mythological 
sea creature is envisioned in the middle of the park. 
Now it is important to supplement the main concept 
with theming and storylines for the zones and their 
components.

7D Resort

Experience the natural glamour of translucent 
turquoise waters and Florida’s beaches at 7D                        
Resort.  There visitors could discover a stylish 
tropical paradise blending South Florida’s coastal 
cool vibe and luxury. At Florida visitors could relax in 
affordable resort, which includes full-service hotel, 
shopping centres and restaurants.
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King Abdullah Park Fountain

The King Abdullah Park is situated in Malaz, the centre of Riyadh. It covers an area of 318,000 square meters 
with a green cover of 150,000 square meters. There are five main entrances in King Abdullah Park and it 
includes several gardens, children’s parks, rest areas for families, sports areas, walkways, seating areas, and a 
restaurant as big as 1,700 square meter. 

Other attractions include among others: a large lake, a dancing fountain equipped with laser technology, 
amphitheatres, an open area for conducting shows and events and a Kingdom of Saudi Arabia flag post 37 
meters high. The park also houses a building meant for VIP visitors. Prince Khalid bin Bandar opened the park 
with much fanfare, showcasing the giant fountain and its colourful lasers.

The park is situated near Prince Faisal bin Fahd Stadium and was built as a venue for heritage exhibitions and 
recreational activities during the holidays. It consists of a pedestrian corridor, surrounded by lush greenery 
and illuminating lamps mounted on poles. 
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King Abdullah 
International Gardens

7D International had a spirited idea to build a marvellous project over the desert.
7D International got started to embody a beautiful vision – King Abdullah International Gardens. This 
place  should  be  an  important  international  point connecting  culture  and  human  knowledge  with 
entertainment  and  social  life.  On the symbolic shape of two moon crescents, there are the exhibition 
spaces and art galleries of international recognition, that meet business-catering centre, connected by little 
gardens with the possibility of relaxation and friendly encounters.

The place is close to an important traffic thoroughfare connecting the capital of Saudi Arabia with the  
south-west part of the country and significant cities - Mecca and Jeddah. This communication brings a good 
accessibility of the centre for the inhabitants, but on the other hand, the traffic has a lot of negative effects in 
the form of noise and air pollution. Therefore the study proposes to create construction adjustments in the 
places of meetings and national holidays which would shield this place from the negative effects – covered 
tribunes and brick separation walls.

At the same time, separation is understood symbolically as a detachment of the centre from the built over 
area of the capital, shifting behind the city agglomeration.
The socio-cultural centre is modelled as an independent town, where individual buildings create a network 
of streets and alleys completed with garden corners with water elements. The buildings of the art galleries, 
restaurants and shops are single and multi-storey ones, some of them are connected by bridges and allow 
the visitors to move quickly and relax quietly. The large exhibition areas designed for bigger events are, on 
the other hand, closed and allow peaceful mind concentration, detached from the bustle of streets. In the 
tips of the crescents are smaller restaurants, business spaces and spaces for management and maintenance 
of the centre.

The tower is creating the  centre  of  the  area  and its imaginary top is supplemented with a lookout 
restaurant which completes the  communication level with the visual connection  of  the  area  and the 
capital. The tower has a view of the capital city and at the same time is visible to it and thus gets the 
attention of the visitors. The visitors walking  through  the  centre is led by the trail of former river bed 
through the green, the living areas  of art, exhibition and shopping centre and to the possibility of getting up 
the tower, where they can enjoy the view of distant landscape and the capital city.
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Riyadh 2020

The design is inspired by nature and birth of new life – the desert is gradually transforming into a centre of 
life, entertainment, relaxation and education. A butterfly, a caterpillar, a flower, a pod cocoon, water, the 
sun – all of these are symbols representing the design of particular buildings supported by an unmistakable 
originality of the design complemented with their functionality.

The landmarks of the whole compound, for example the shopping mall and the luxury hotel, which will 
located along the main street King Fahad Road. These buildings should create an optical barrier for the 
compound and thus our design has the shopping mall arched in its middle part and creates a kind of an 
entrance gate. Into the whole area with beautiful views through it. We assume to lead the Olaya street 
under the ground level and thus create a pedestrian zone with cafes, restaurants etc. adjacent to other 
multipurpose buildings with retail areas, areas for sports, relaxation and entertainment. Leading the 
communication under the ground level bringing the supplies of the buildings to the basement level and 
therefore none of the buildings has an unattractive façade. 

The axis of the area follows the entrance gate as a pedestrian zone with buildings symbolizing traditional 
Arabic bazaar and a culture house, ending with exhibition halls. At the same time the area is divided into 
individual functional units. The left side contains buildings of the Mosque, the hotel with congress halls 
connected with a nearby exhibition area and we assume to use the area behind the hotel for individual family 
accommodation for the visitors of the whole compound.

The right side along the main pedestrian way is considered as a sport and relaxation zone and contains a 
building with an indoor golf course, technical facilities and other sports facilities. The remaining is assumed to 
be a golf course with natural footpaths and creates a large outdoor sports and relaxation zone. 
Regarding the increase in the traffic the main capacity of the car parks is situated in the basement under 
particular buildings. Additional car parks are located on the ground level along the perimeter of the 
compound and a larger capacity of car parks is also assumed behind the multipurpose buildings for sports, 
relaxation and trade.
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Riyadh Eye

7D International is going to construct a giant observation wheel in Riyadh, an amusement structure that 
is familiar in its shape to a spaceship and a water drop. From the moment, when our guests buy a ticket, 
the interaction will begin. The Riyadh Eye will be the world’s largest observation wheel, offering its visitors 
breath-taking, panoramic views of the city. There’s also a wide range of shops, restaurants, activities and 
facilities. 

We mainly focus on three areas: the discovery, the ride and the return. Upon reservation, one must choose 
the type of virtual journey they wish to observe, as each single or double-storey capsule has a different 
theme relating to history, culture, or the environment. The whole concept of the observation wheel isn’t 
new, but the concept of 7D International combines design with engineering to create a fully integrated virtual 
world. 

The design creates an active learning environment for visitors, with the aim to create a significant memory 
and impact on Arabic culture. We create a new fascinating project of entertaining environment for Arab 
regions, using the most modern technologies, that is comparable with top attractions around the world.
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7D world FOR KING SALMAN

7D International will create an original architectural concept, according to which a massive building in 
the shape of a mythological sea creature is envisioned in the middle of the park. Now it is important to 
supplement the main concept with theming and storylines for the zones and their components.
Our intention is to add other animals to the existing Octopus concept, such as scorpions, camels, fishes and 
even mythical dinosaurs or fantasy creatures. This animals can be divided in several groups which will form 
basis for theme zones: Desert Animals, Water Animals, Tropical Animals, Prehistorical Animals and Arctic 
Animals. The main theme will be the Fantasy Creatures Zoo with rooms to incorporate the local Saudi Arabian 
stories and myths.
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7D Resort

Experience the natural glamour of translucent turquoise waters and Florida’s beaches at 7D Resort. There 
visitors could discover a stylish tropical paradise blending South Florida’s coastal cool vibe and luxury. At 
Florida visitors could relax in an affordable resort, which includes full-service hotel, shopping centres and 
restaurants. Unspoiled natural surroundings, beautiful landscapes, championship golf sites, unique shops, 
abundant history and endless aquatic adventure are a credit to Citrus County.

Our resort will be ideally located just near Chassahowitzka River, Chassahowitzka Bay and Crystal River. 
Through this visitors could savour oceanfront dining and discover an endless variety of resort activities ideal 
for family vacations and groups seeking a distinctive Citrus County setting for meetings and special events, as 
an afternoon kayaking through the warm waves of the Atlantic.

7D Resort is ready to personalize your vacation with the activities and amenities you care about most. From 
pampering treatments at our full-service SPA, shopping and dining to fishing excursions will ensure your stay 
in Florida offers the perfect blend of adventure and relaxation.

Florida is renowned for its multitude of vacation spots and natural attractions. It offers the exotic appeal of a 
tropical island getaway with the proximity and affordability of a traditional American vacation.
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7D Dream form, which is made with BotaMedi, provides an excellent Seanol medicines and cares about 
creating a healthy life for people all over the world. We are inspired to support people in feeling great about 
themselves in being spry and healthy in everyday life. We produce and supply Seanol medicines to create a 
healthier lifestyle as well as mental and body regeneration. 

Our vision is to create medicine that will support people in living healthy and having balanced live. Seanol 
has natural ingredients to help recuperation of body and mind. Our products are exclusive, healing and 
rejuvenating. 

We think that in our times we face a lot of stress, pressure, work and diseases. That is why Seanol medicines 
not only offer the opportunity of body regeneration and rejuvenation but also encourage our physical growth.

Seanol uses algae remedies in the prevention and treatment of disease. It is one of the most natural forms 
of medicine and, from a global perspective, is still the most prospective form of medicine practised today. 
Algae’s substances are used to restore the health of those parts that have become weakened. As the 
body becomes strengthened its intuitive and sophisticated mechanism of healing is restored and health is 
regained.

Seanol is suitable for everyone, for 
any age, delivering a safe, effective 
and research-based approach to 
healthcare. Seanol is an extract of a 
deep sea brown algae called Ecklonia 
Cava, which is found in the oceans 
of Japan and Korea. It is an organic 
complex of unique aquatic molecules 
and it contains chemicals that work as 
antioxidants. These chemicals prevent 
damage to the body’s cells that can 
lead to cancer and other diseases.

Ecklonia Cava extract provides 
powerful support for general health 
and cholesterol level. It helps boost 
alpha waves which are associated 
with mental agility; soothes stiff 
joints, boosts energy and increases 
circulation. Due to it is properties, this 
extract has often been called a super 
antioxidant. Anti-inflammation is very 
important for the recovery from the 
degenerative disease.

Seanol found from brown algae, has 
very special properties for improving 
the cellular health. It can reduce 
chronic inflammation without side-
effects and also increase blood 
circulation power. Furthermore, there 
are lots of research reports regarding 
that this substance is very powerful to 
protect and recover the human body 
from the degenerative disease.

This extract improves circulation as it fights free radicals that 
are toxic for smooth muscle arterial cells. This is very important 
because it helps keep arteries open, become relaxed and 
healthy (healthy blood pressure is critical for our overall health).

It also protects the brain from harmful free radicals and some 
evidence also suggests that it stimulates the production of 
certain neurotransmitters that allow us to remember and learn. 

More extensive list of benefits is as follows:
- Naturally promotes healthy circulation and blood flow
- Improves cholesterol level
- Weight management
- Diabetes control
- Memory improvement and general brain health
- Keeps joints healthy
- Reduction in inflammation
- Boosts energy levels throughout the day
- Helps battle against signs of aging and age-related health 
problems

We provide Seanol medicaments, as: 
- Health & Energy Drink (for energy and concentration 
enhancement)
- Medicinal Foods (for brain and cardiovascular health, diet, 
anti-aging and for cancer treatment support)
- Functional Cream & Cosmetics (for relief from pain, enhanced 
sport performance, skin health)  
- Toiletry (for skin and oral)

Is “Age Reversal”
Now Possible? As Safe as Food, Higher Efficacy than Drugs

Research costing more than $70M, has revealed powerful 
health  benefits of SEANOL® especially in age and lifestyle-
related chronic diseases.

What is Seanol Seanol benefits

- Approved as an NDI (New Dietary Ingredient) by US FDA in 2008
- Approved as a New Functional Ingredient by Korea FDA in 2011
- Super Anti-oxidant: Up to 100 times more powerful than “land-based” anti-oxidents
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During intense exercise and work the human body becomes dehydrated, tired and also drained of 
ingredients such as vitamins, carbohydrates and electrolytes. Our health energy drinks are based on a 
unique natural algae and professional receipt. Due to the nutrient elements 7Dream health energy drinks 
not only satisfy organism needs, quench thirst and twist, but also boost body energy, increasing endurance 
and mind power at once.

Energy
7Dream Energy provides the body with energy through algae formula, monosacharides and guarana extract. 
The natural, innovative concept, which provides consumers with vitamins and minerals in a ready to drink 
form. This drink enriched in vitamins and micro elements supports the immune system, provides pure power 
for hours and de-stress organism. After trying a sample of algae extract drink consumers notice physical 
recovery and feel better. 

Woman +
Women have become a huge consumer group of nutrient products, looking for dedicated products and 
precise satisfaction of their needs. To emphasize the uniqueness of products like women, especially woman+, 
we have created a product range for them. 7Dream Woman+ provides the necessary vitamins, algae, 
collagen, L-carnitine and other unique components to support the body, metabolism and boost energy. 
Furthermore the drink could be applied as a safe and natural alternative for relief menopause symptoms.

Vitamin
7Dream Vitamin drinks contain protein, calcium, magnesium, zinc, vitamins C, E, A, B12 and E and amino 
acids to balance the body and energy. Furthermore, the main ingredient -  algae guarantees bone health, 
better concentration and enhancing immune system. Also the drink supports energy metabolism and 
nourishes body and mind.

Brain concentration
The specially developed algae formula has a positive impact on the brain. In addition 7Dream Brain drink is 
enriched with magnesium and potassium, which improves electrolyte and helps with proper functioning of 
the mind. Other groups of vitamins have a big impact on brain concentration and helps to focus in efficient 
way. Furthermore this drink is a natural energy boosting supplement.

Cardio
Vitamin drink, through which your body receives 100% of daily demand for particular vitamins/minerals. 
Apart from the vitamin function, it also helps to support cardiovascular function. This is the exclusive drink 
which through a unique composition of vitamins and micro elements contains a daily amount of particular 
nutrients and minerals to prevent and reverse heart diseases and stroke.

Man
Algae formula helps replenish vitamins and helps to provide energy for work of the muscles. The ultimate 
men’s health formula is intended for active men. The drink 7Dream Man contains nutrient optimizer for men 
that helps to potent their power, providing to the body all nutrition it needs.

Pure
Tired consumers are increasingly often looking for products without unnecessary additives such as sugar, 
dyes or flavourings. 7D Pure drink is specially created for them. It contains unique extract from algae, which is 
a natural cure for chronic fatigue syndrome. The formula boosts immune system, enriching body and mind by 
set of multi-functional vitamins. This drink beats chronic fatigue syndrome and de-stress at once.

7Dream drinks
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Behind the scenes

KAIG starting day
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Behind the scenes

Architectural atelier in the EU
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Behind the scenes

ICLEI World Congress 2015 Saudi Health 2015

EnviroCities 2014
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Partners

Atelier Simona
Czech Republic
 
Since 1992 Atelier Simona company has successfully 
realized visions, wishes and ideas of its clients. You 
may find its projects all over the North Moravian and 
Silesian region. Founder of Atelier Simona - architect 
Roman Kuba successfully links up to long-standing 
family tradition of original architectonical creation 
and honest building craft.

Family tradition of building development continues 
in the work of the architect Roman Kuba, who since 
the very beginning of his activity proves himself 
as exceptional, strong, vital individuality who 
intentionally avoids strictly rationalistic building 
concept and he focuses on organic architecture, 
being inspired by nature as a model of perfect 
structure, organization and beauty.

In many reconstructions as well as new buildings 
of bank subsidiaries, administrative buildings 
and family estates, Roman Kuba’s works with 
architecture, bending line, irregular curve or 
curvature, sometimes with many angled ground plan 
derived from natural crystal structure.

Atelier Simona focuses on buildings of commercial 
and public character which addresses by their 
original architecture, used materials and well 
considered dispositions.
 
Cooperation with significant artists and sculptors 
are very important to Atelier Simona and it is that 
what makes it really an original artist company. 
The company provides services in: architecture, 
projection, engineering, technology, realizations 
and consulting. Atelier Simona has very impressive 
portfolio, where you can find a lot of projects 
in different studies and locations. Their area of 
experience is Czech Republic and Arab Countries, 
but you can also find their projects in Egypt.

Arch Design
Czech Republic
 
Arch Design is a member of Arch Design Group. 
It is a Czech Republic-based architecture design 
company, working with a civil engineering and 
architecture design for the past 20 years with a 
range of over the 2000 clients. They are architects 
and civil engineers whose intention and passion is to 
bring life to every building.

The first aspect of the Arch Design competency is 
a master planning.  Arch Design’s partners are the 
city development and government authorities, 
municipalities and regions and Arch Design offers 
them preparing urban development plans as well 
as documents for zone plan amendments and 
engineering.

The second service available at Arch Design is an 
Architectural Study. They will propose a concept 
for the project, starting with an initial study and 
ending with a 3D model of the building with realistic 
visualization, following by the careful documentation 
and calculations, such as: summary of sizes, spaces 
and the cost estimate for the client’s considerations 
about project feasibility.

Detailed design and design documentation is the 
next aspect of the Arch Design services. They 
provide detailed design with verified and elaborated 
details prepared by senior designers, which makes 
construction more efficient and gives better cost 
control over it. 

Arch Design provides architecture design and 
project documentation for buildings in the following 
segments: residential, offices, retail, manufacturing, 
schools, health care, polifunctional buildings, city 
planning and many others.

Voran Holding
Austria
 
Voran holding is a big community of industrial 
companies, based in central Europe. During the 
last 80 years it has been constantly improving 
their technologies, opening new perspectives 
and inventing new approaches to the production 
and service solutions. It is widely respected for its 
professionalism and quality. There are some sub-
units of Voran Holding, such as:

- Voran plant construction is an international 
suppliers of a complete range of innovative and 
sophisticated turnkey solutions for slaughtering 
plants and cold storage room management systems. 

- Voran facades is a company, which provides 
its customers with metal structure solutions for 
technical and architectural purposes. 

- Voran machinery concentrates on manufacturing 
of beverage production line like fruit juices. It 
pays an exceptional attention to the knowledge 
of production processes and quality influences, 
hygiene conditions and technology. 

- Voran manufacturing is a modern and developing 
company that supplies enterprises of all dimensions. 
It offers complex supply partnership, on-time 
delivery provided by great workflow logistics, 
complete installation and machinery manufacturing.

Steiner Bau GmbH is a construction company from 
Austria with headquarters in Heiligenreich, which 
belongs to the Voran Holding. Also Projektinvest 
Bauträger GmbH is another Austrian company from 
Voran Holding with specialization in construction. 
The last partner of Voran Holding EBK Reiter 
GmbHthat is responsible for the sustainable, 
ecological and cost-effective energy systems and 
technologies. 

Civil Team Engineering
Australia
 
Civil Team Engineering is a civil engineering 
independent contractor with its primary 
concentration in constructing projects of 
development and infrastructure. The area of 
influence of Civil Team Engineering lies in Austria 
and abroad. It provides services for both housing 
and municipal buildings projects. Total turnover of 
project finance is amounted at $25 million.

Established in 2006, the company was founded in 
Murwillumbah, northern New South Wales, by Tom 
Rayner, Sally Masters and Garry McInnes, who had 
previously worked on a range of projects together.

This company has never been afraid of complex 
projects on sites with hard access, isolated and 
remote areas, or unique projects, like airport 
construction, reconstruction and manintenance. 
Whether the project is challanging or regular, the 
team of Civil Team Engineering is always commited 
to deliver the best quality of construction and 
services, accomplishing timing and budgeting 
obligations. They make sure, that the customers 
recieve most benefits from their cooperation. 
The company provides servicesin: weir, water/
sewerage reticulation, bridge and road 
infrastructure, bridge replacement, pavements, 
earthworks, drainage, slope stabilization, airport 
construction, upgrade and maintenance.
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Partners

EPS Corporation
United States
 
EPS Corporation is a United States based global 
systems integrator, providing contracts in 
different areas of services to both government 
and nongovernment entities. Their objective 
is to provide their customers with quality and 
cost-effective products and service contracts in 
the following: training, fielding & logistics, IT & 
information management, engineering & Technical 
Support, Communications Infrastructure, Maritime 
Services and Alternative Energy Systems.

In the area of Training, Fielding and Logistics EPS 
provides services in a full range of professional, 
administrative, and personnel support services for 
all phases of mobilization, demobilization, day-
to-day operations, and assistance to states during 
natural disasters.

In the area of IT and Information Management EPS 
is competent in providing services and products in 
Helpdesk Services, which is implemented by 24/7.

Engineering & Technical Support section of EPS 
Company’s services is concentrated on technical 
competencies in developing solutions for the broad 
range of customers’ requirements. EPS provides 
also services in Communications Infrastructure and 
related support services to federal and commercial 
customers on a worldwide basis. Furthermore, EPS 
has the ability to manage design and construction 
team to assist in taking advantage of the latest 
techniques and technology.

EPS is performing a wide range of duties including 
training support; installation, field service / forward 
training support; logistics support; equipment 
testing; and software development to foreign 
partners globally, anywhere in the U.S. Department 
of Defense’s EUCOM, AFRICOM, SOUTHCOM, 
PACOM, CENTCOM and NORTHCOM.

Intras Consulting
Czech Republic
 
Intras Consulting, a.s. is a company established 
in the Czech republic and provides professional 
accounting and payroll services, tax processing and 
IFRS/USGAAP reporting.

The company is entered in the Commercial Register 
of the Municipal Court in Prague, Section B, Insert 
2297. It has two trade licenses, for accounting 
consulting, bookkeeping, tax records and for 
company, financial, organizational and business 
consultancy work. In addition, in accordance 
with established practice, tax consultancy, was 
also entered in the Commercial Register, which is 
performed by the company based on the standards 
issued by the Chamber of Tax Advisers of the Czech 
Republic. 

It is our pleasure to announce that the company has 
been granted awards in the evaluation CZECH TOP 
100 companies in the level of “AAA” and received 
a certificate Czech Stability Award. Based on the 
assessed criteria, the company was ranked among 
the 8% of Czech companies with the highest rating.

Intras Consulting provides you services in the 
following areas: Accounting and tax records, 
Taxes, Human resources and payroll, Reporting, 
Management Reporting, Auditing services, 
Monitoring the Insolvency Register, Legal services, 
Founding and managing companies, International 
tax planning.

Matzner et al
Czech Republic
 
Matzner et al provides legal services in the 
area of commercial law, contractual relations, 
intellectual property rights, act for clients in 
civil as well as commercial proceedings. The 
company is an integral part of Czech’s legal field 
from time of its establishment in 2003. It has 
considerable experience and a large client base, 
including worldwide corporate, real-estate, 
domestic corporate, and private own entities 
whom the company has been serving in a variety 
of transactions. The company provides services 
of high standard advising corporate and domestic 
clients on Czech law and EU law matters relevant to 
their businesses varying from standard to complex 
transactional issues and provide advice and ongoing 
legal assistance.

Matzner et al are competent in many aspects of 
law, including general commercial law (EU aspects, 
corporate governance) and contract negotiations 
in its boarders, drafting and execution, contract 
assessment and also protection of rights, including 
representation at ordinary and arbitration courts.

It is also proficient in finance and tax law services 
like advising, consulting in tax matters, cooperation 
with tax advisors and auditors, representation 
in front of tax administrator. Another aspect of 
financial law is a bankruptcy law and representation 
in creditors committee, company restructuring.

According to the civil law, Matzner et al provides 
client representation in all contract negotiations, 
drafting and execution, contract assessment and 
also protection of rights, including representation 
at ordinary courts. In administrative law it provides 
services in drafting and execution, contract 
assessment and also protection of rights, including 
representation at ordinary courts.

MPS
Netherlands
 
MPS meat processing systems is a global provider of 
automated slaughter lines for pigs, cattle and sheep, 
cutting and deboning lines, intra-logistics systems 
for the food industry and industrial wastewater 
treatment systems. All the range of services is 
backed with a 24/7 helpdesk service.

The organization of MPS is divided into strong 
market-oriented business units: MPS Red Meat 
Slaughtering, Butina, Durand International, MPS 
Food Logistic Systems, Aqua Industrial Water 
Treatment, MPS Service and Spares. These six 
business units are worldwide-oriented and active 
in the market with an experienced marketing and 
international sales organization. The business 
units are supported by a single general and 
technical service company for the operational 
implementation, which guarantees a uniform and 
high-level project implementation and an efficient 
production.

MPS is a well-known and reliable company with a 
wide range of a slaughter systems products. They 
offer slaughter lines for pigs, cattle and ships; 
stunning procession, including electric and CO2 
stunning systems; blood procession, cooling and 
dispatching. 

As a supplement to the MPS slaughter systems and 
red meat production, MPS meat processing systems 
also offer a cutting rooms services and products. As 
a part of this sector there are cutting and deboning 
lines, blade bone removers and logistics and 
traceability. 
MPS Food Logistics Systems provides a full 
range of logistics services. That includes project 
development, specialization and a complete system 
integration. Also MPS Food Logistics Systems 
provides a full range of logistics services.
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Partners

Bulk Handling System
United States
 
Founded in 1976 and headquartered in Eugene, 
Oregon, BHS designs, manufactures and installs 
processing systems tailored to sort material and 
extract recyclables from waste streams. BHS’s 
history of pairing innovation with common sense 
has enabled thousands of companies to literally cut 
through the clutter. From the start, BHS gained rapid 
acceptance as a prominent supplier of functional, 
high quality conveying and screening equipment for 
the forest products and power generation industries 
– complete systems that featured the industry’s only 
inline screening.

Bulk Handling Systems (BHS) designs, engineers, 
manufactures, and installs unparalleled sorting 
and handling systems throughout the world for 
the recycling, solid waste, wood products, and 
power generation industries. BHS custom-designed 
systems at material recovery facilities (MRFs) 
efficiently extract recyclables from a variety of waste 
streams at recovery rates in excess of 99%, greatly 
minimizing the residue that hits landfills.

BHS leads the industry in technology innovation, 
holding numerous patents for equipment and 
system designs. BHS’ commitment to innovative 
design and engineering, quality manufacturing, 
exceptional customer service, timely delivery and 
long-lasting, efficient systems contribute to the 
company’s strong reputation and success.
BHS Bulk Handling Systems is an international 
holding, consisting of four companies: Nihot Air 
Separation, NRT Optical Sorting, Zero Waste energy 
and a daughter company BHS Europe. BHS was 
the first company to create the single streaming 
municipal solid waste sorting system in the USA, a 
blueprint that defined the industry. Nowadays BHS 
is a leading company in a  processing of services and 
products of the municipal solid waste sorting and 
recycling.

NIHOT
Netherlands
 
Nihot Recycling Technology was established in 
1945 and started their business by producing 
air ducts for small wood furnaces. Today Nihot 
is a proven market leader in the supply of solid 
waste air separation technologies, systems and 
components, using controlled air. Also, Nihot is 
an expert in development, design, manufacture 
and installation of air technology components and 
systems for separation and / or up – grading of 
waste material. Nihot’s air technologies refl ect 
a superior reliability, offering the highest waste 
separation effi ciency. From consulting, developing, 
designing and manufacturing to delivery, installation, 
commissioning and operator training, it’s all in-
house expertise. Since no two customers and 
installations are the same, we design all of our 
systems uniquely to the individual needs of our 
customers.

Each type of product or system has its own unique 
advantages and characteristics, such as the 
Windshifter’s proven operational effi ciency and the 
Drum Separator’s high capacity and reliability.

Since its beginning Nihot has always been very active 
on international markets. This has outgrown to a 
current situation where we are exporting more than 
90% of our total business. From the United States 
of America to Australia and almost every country in 
between we have numerous of Nihot installations 
in full operation. The reason of this success is the 
flexibility of the Nihot equipment combined with the 
highest quality standards. Next to that we are very 
familiar with the local demands and circumstances. 
Not in the least because of our many local partners 
in every corner of the world.

NRT
United States
 
NRT is a recognized world leader in automated 
optical sorting of materials for recycling, holding 
more than 35 patents in the field with a talented 
staff of scientists, engineers and technicians. During 
the past 30 years, NRT has developed dozens 
of technologies and advances for use in Near 
Infrared, X-ray and Color Line-Scan Camera Sorting 
applications and systems.

Utilizing top-of-the-line technology and 
components, their equipment features scan rates of 
up to 10,000 scans-per-second and boasts industry 
leading capture rates. BHS incorporates NRT’s 
optical sorting technology into material processing 
systems, providing customers with state-of-the-art, 
high-speed infrared detection and precise color 
sorting capabilities. These systems sort containers at 
industry leading efficiency and purity rates.

During the past 30 years, NRT has developed dozens 
of technologies and advances for use in Near 
Infrared (NIR), X-ray and Color Line-Scan Camera 
Sorting applications and systems. Today, NRT owns 
or is the exclusive licensee of 29 U.S. patents and 
five foreign patents covering these disciplines, with 
others pending. Utilizing top-of-the-line technology 
and components, our equipment features scan 
rates of up to 10,000 scans-per-second and boasts 
industry leading capture rates.

NRT equipment is designed, manufactured and 
fully supported from its headquarters in Nashville. 
Intellectual property is developed in-house and 
owned by NRT, providing the control and excellence 
needed for second-to-none sorting performance. By 
controlling all aspects of technology, components 
and the manufacturing process, we know that our 
equipment will meet your performance needs now 
and in the future.

Zero Waste
United States
 
Zero Waste Energy, LLC was founded in 2009 and 
incorporated in 2010 in San Jose, California, by an 
experienced group of innovative solid waste industry 
leaders. They recognized the value in the best use of 
waste feedstock and the systems needed to sort out 
high value commodities and to generate renewable 
energy. ZWE’s principal goal has been to design, 
construct, and operate solid waste handling and 
advanced composting facilities that optimize waste 
diversion and the generation of renewable energy in 
an efficient and environmentally sound manner.

Zero Waste Energy has developed a very deep base 
of industry and technology experts who work on 
ZWE projects based upon the specific needs of its 
customers, making us the ideal project partner 
with experience, resources and technologies 
to execute.  Our exclusive and/or project-based 
relationships include “Best-in-Class” Facility Design 
and Engineering, Waste Sorting and Separation 
Systems, Anaerobic Digestions and In-Vessel 
Composting, Renewable CNG, Plastics to Renewable 
Oil, Compost Marketing and Sales, and Residual 
Waste Gasification.  The relationships with these 
technology teams have been developed over many 
years and projects.

Many in the waste industry are seeking “zero 
waste” or renewable energy from waste.  Zero 
Waste Energy brings real, executable solutions to 
developers and operators throughout the world.  
At Zero Waste Energy, we’ve based our name and 
our reputation on insightful experience and strong 
performance, which can be seen in our operating 
references for all sized operations. We believe it’s 
critical to know where you’ve been in order to better 
understand what’s possible going forward.
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Partners

LS Corp.
South Korea
 
LS Corp. is a global energy corporation based in 
South Korea, with the main company of LS Corp. 
and daughter companies: LS Cable and System, 
LS IS, LS Nikko Copper, LS Mtron, GAON, E1 and 
yes’co. It is a leader company in the electric power 
and electronic, materials and energy. LS Corp. 
is also fulfilling the management of subsidiary 
companies and strengthening preventive measures 
before management risk by maintaining the basic 
responsibility management conditions of subsidiary 
companies.

The company provides electric power transmission 
and telecommunication products, including various 
power and telecommunication cables, switch gear, 
switch boards, electronic meters, transformers, 
and power semiconductors; and automation 
products comprising inverters, programmable logic 
controllers, intelligent transport systems, RFID/USIN, 
and green building solutions, as well as LNG/LPG 
distribution services.

It also offers materials, such as electronic copper 
cathodes, copper rods/foils, copper tubes, STS 
pipes, heavy wall thickness pipes, advanced meter 
infrastructure/reading, energy management 
systems, communication infrastructures, and ultra 
capacitors; and machinery and components.

In addition, the company provides renewable 
energy products, such as photovoltaic/solar thermal 
products, wind turbine parts, and cables; eco 
friendly equipment and parts comprising voltage 
direct current products, super conducting cable and 
current limiters, submarine cables, and gas insulated 
switch gears; and automobile parts and solutions, 
such as electric vehicle parts, including inverters, 
relays, and EV cables, as well as charging equipment.

Aus Consult
Australia
 
Aus-Consult is an Australia-based consulting 
company, established in 1996. Its main sphere of 
interest is consulting services including program 
management solutions for local and international 
companies undertaking major infrastructure 
projects.

The company was formerly known as the Association 
of Consulting Engineers Australia (ACEA), and was 
formed and officially established in 1952. A redraft 
of the Association’s rules took place in 1962 in order 
to provide for the changing national character of 
the Association and to accommodate state-based 
Chapters, and in 2001 ACEA membership base 
changed to become an association of business firms.

Also in 2001 Consult Australia launched FutureNet 
WA and subsequently Australia-wide aimed at 
supporting younger professionals within the 
industry. In 2005 the FutureNet Business Leaders 
Program was launched in NSW, and subsequently to 
Queensland and Victoria. 
In 2010—as a reflection of the changing nature and 
make up of its member firms, the ACEA changed 
its name to Consult Australia. This rebrand was 
followed by a relaunch of the Association’s website, 
and a redraft of the Constitution.

Aus-Consult delivers specialist consulting 
and program management solutions 
for organizations undertaking major 
construction, telecommunications and IT 
transformational and infrastructure projects. 
Aus-Consult also provides specialized advice and 
assistance on Tender Evaluation, Technical, Program 
Management and successful Commercial Proposals 
and contract management for varied industries and 
Technologies.

SCHALLER
Austria
 
Since 40 years, SCHALLER ® boosts cutting-edge 
technologies for the meat industry worldwide.

Trust is the only gift that you need to earn 
consistently. This is exactly what Schaller has 
succeeded in doing for 40 years as a partner to 
the meat industry in Eastern Europe and Central 
Asia, quite simply because this partnership goes far 
beyond the norm in many ways.

Our main specialism involves combining excellent 
mixtures of spices with intelligently designed state-
of-the-art production solutions. Solutions from a 
single source that are as unique as the markets 
where they produce a profit. These solutions are 
as individual as the wishes of the customers that 
Schaller implements them for.

However, planning and implementing integrated 
made in Austria concepts for success is just one 
reason for our success. Another lies in the close 
personal and geographical relationship with our 
customers. With 21 branches in 17 countries, we 
can be promptly available whenever personal 
supervision, high levels of investment security, and a 
dynamic appearance on the market are required.

7D International
Strategy

7D International is a holding company, 
located in four countries all over the 
world. 7D International provides almost 
full service in consulting and contracting 
on many diverse fields. 

Our market participation is ranked in 
wide industrial, infrastructure and select 
commercial projects for public and private 
customers in five continents.

The values that are important for us 
include honesty, openness, mutual 
respect and professionalism. We work 
professionally and reliably. Out tasks 
are performed with full commitment 
and all the skills we have. By working in 
this manner, we satisfy our clients and 
ourselves. We want our actions to be 
transparent and legible to the market, 
both internally and externally.

One of the 7D international’s great 
advantages is a developing ability in every 
industry simultaneously and tirelessly. This 
predetermines the strategies of key areas.
With the satisfaction and joy from what 
we do we are innovative and visionary. 
We both accept, create and develop new 
ideas and solutions.
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Atelier Simona Group
Czech Republic
 
7D International provides works of design, project 
documentation, pricing, placing and marketing 
items for buildings in all segments. We are ready to 
help you with any type of consulting including new 
development, reconstruction or rebuilding work. 
Notwithstanding, 7D International now specializes 
in architecture and design for Arab towns and cities, 
including Green Energy, as well as passive energy 
systems that does not require energy. One of our 
most important consultant and architect in this area 
is our team member world famous Roman Kuba.

The architect Roman Kuba is a founder of Atelier 
Simona Group Company, that was established in 
1992 as Atelier Simona in Ostrava. He also links to 
long successful family tradition of architectonic 
realization and building skills. One of his project 
called The Bird was published in famous Chinese 
magazine bundpic.com.

Atelier Simona Group has a highly qualified team 
of experts and professionals: architects, designers, 
supervisors, graphics, technician of engineering and 
modellers.

It is a urban and architectural study for 
development of waste dump Zarubek 
located in Ostrava terriority.

Zarubek

BROWNFIELD
REGENERATION
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The Bird is a private house, located 
in Kunice pod Ondrejnikiem in Czech 
Republic. The marvellous project shows 
the union between nature and human. 
Equipped with cutting-edge technology 
and eco-friendly systems, The Bird is an 
ideal residence.

The Bird
Private House
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The idea was implemented in 2013 in 
Beirut, Lebanon. This bolded project 
fulfil a function as residential and office 
building once.

Phoenix 
Tower

MULTIFUNCTIONAL BUILDING
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Showroom is a project in a study phase 
with destination in Beirut in Lebanon.

Showroom 
in Beirut

EXPOSITION CERAMICS, STONES 
AND INTERIOR EQUIPMENT
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HOUSE OF 
CULTURE

METROPOLITAN CENTRE OF 
CULTURE AND EDUCATION OSTRAVA

WALKING
HOUSES

residential BUILDING

HOUSE OF 
CULTURE PŘÍBOR

SIGMUND FREUD CULTURAL CENTRE

DIAMONT 
TOWER

designed hotel complex
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Contacts

Czech Republic 

Belohorska 71/245
16900 Prague
T.:   +420 220 571 020
M.: +420 724 414 097 
       +420 607 056 806
E.: assistant@7dint.com 

Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia 

P.O Box 66343 
Riyadh 11576
T.: +966 564 444 819
E.: info@7dint.com 

Australia 

6/14 Short Street Wentworthville,
NSW, Sydney 2145
T.: +61 402 344 793
E.: ceo@7dint.com 

South Korea 

Posville 711, Gurodong 26, 
Guro-gu, 152-838
Koreasindorim, Seoul
T.: +82 2 856 3922, 857 3922
F.: +82 2 856 3927
E.: info@7dint.com 

Egypt 

411 El Gawhara Mall,
10th of Ramadan, Cairo
T.: +20 1000 105 108
E.: info@7dint.com 

United States

2840 WestBayDrive Suite 313
Belleair Bluffs Florida 33770
T. : +1 727 517 7777
E.: debbie@7dint.com

www.7dint.com
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